Order Performance Monitor
Empowering the trader in an automated world
The trader’s role has evolved from handling individual orders to overseeing
a production line. New electronic tools are required to manage this everincreasing volume. Fidessa’s Order Performance Monitor (OPM) provides
powerful workflow capabilities that enable traders to manage their order
blotter with improved efficiency and greater control. Real-time insight into
order performance also allows them to take action to achieve optimum trading
outcomes.
Key benefits:

•
•
•

Identify those orders behaving abnormally as soon as they materialise
Proactively manage problem orders and take rapid action to rectify issues
 omprehensive order insight and a range of industry benchmark analytics with
C
real-time updates

Looking across all live orders simultaneously, Fidessa’s OPM identifies those that are
‘misbehaving’ amongst the vast majority that are performing as expected. Traders can drill into
individual orders quickly and access a wealth of analytical content that is fully integrated and
updating in real time.

Fidessa proprietary scores are designed
specifically to identify outliers and reduce
false-positives.
Remedial action can be taken; pause or
re-route orders or fine-tune parameters.
‘Snooze’ alerts, order by order; set thresholds
to re-trigger if performance deteriorates.
Proactive client updates on problem orders
can be put into effect rapidly.

Algorithms are categorised by objective and key parameters normalised so that they can
be understood and benchmarked on their own terms. For example, a 20% POV is judged on
whether it has executed twenty percent of the market volume.
Configurable thresholds determine when to bring the order to the trader’s attention. Thresholds
can be set across a wide range of proprietary and industry standard benchmarks, including
VWAP slippage, participation rate and market movement.
Client on-boarding increasingly includes the control and monitoring tools the broker will deploy
to manage orders. Thresholds can be tailored in OPM to specific buy-side requirements.
'Navigator' technology lets traders
interact with huge numbers of orders.
Group on any dimension – client, sector,
exchange, algorithm type.
Multiple levels of grouping with totals
at each level.
Full user control allows traders to
re-group ‘on the fly’.

Enhanced stock charts
combine market data with
order and fill information.
Powerful insight into
how an order has traded,
where it traded out of line
and why it missed the
benchmark.
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